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Puerto Rico tourism
enters new luxury era
Five-star St. Regis Hotel in Río Grande marks start
of more upscale resort development

By Elsa Fernández Miralles
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Bahía Beach Resort complex puts Puerto Rico on
the world’s five-star hotel and residential map
Green resort vying for prestigious Silver Audubon International Signature
Sanctuary certification; 139-unit St. Regis hotel scheduled to open in 2010

ENVIRONMENT

BY ELSA FERNÁNDEZ MIRALLES

elsa@casiano.com

N

estled in a luscious seaside tropical forest
enclave, tourism and hospitality complex
Bahía Beach Resort & Golf Club in Río
Grande will soon become a favorite destination
for the world’s most demanding tourists.
An initial $360 million investment helped fund
the development of six mixed-use projects including Puerto Rico’s first five-star hotel, the St.
Regis Resort Bahía Beach, the world-class Trent
Jones Jr. Golf Course and several residential complexes, some of which are already up and running. Once complete, industry experts estimate
the total investment in the project could exceed
$500 million.

While the St. Regis hotel—whose groundbreaking ceremony was slated for today—is expected
to open November 2010, developers of the ambitious multiphase project estimate completion
of the entire resort area at five years and say its
completion will help generate more than 3,000
new, direct and indirect jobs.
The Bahía Beach Resort complex sits on a
483-acre expanse of land just 16 miles away
from Luis Muñoz Marín International Airport.
A two-mile stretch of sandy beach and 70 acres
of interconnected lakes are protected by the region’s immaculately conserved green areas, which
include more than 3,500 transplanted trees. Contrary to other large-scale developments, Bahía
Beach Resort’s master plan was conceived around
the area’s natural setting. The result of that design

vision is the conservation of 65% of the property’s
green areas.
Today’s historic groundbreaking ceremony also
marks the birth of Puerto Rico’s five-star luxury
hospitality industry. The prestigious St. Regis
hotel will be a boutique hotel that will add 139
units to the island’s room inventory with a sophisticated South Pacific tropical flair. But the hotel
will anchor a much larger resort, whose developers assure will position Puerto Rico among the
best five-star destinations in the world such as
Aspen, Bora Bora, San Francisco, Rome, Beijing,
Shanghai and Singapore.
Remarkably, this initiative was conceived by
a young Puerto Rican entrepreneur, Federico
Sánchez-Ortiz, president and CEO of Interlink
Continued on next page
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PRMA ENERGY AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATION
GIVES ENERGY CONSERVATION AWARDS

Standard Refrigeration, iPR Pharmaceuticals
(a division of AstraZeneca), Hewlett-Packard,
architecture firm Abruña & Musclave and PDM
Realty were the first companies ever to receive the
Energy Conservation Acknowledgement Awards,
given by the Energy Alliance of the Puerto Rico
Manufacturers Association (PRMA). The ceremony was celebrated recently at the Normandie
Hotel in San Juan.
Standard Refrigeration and iPR Pharmaceuticals
won Best Energy Conservation Programs in the
manufacturing and service categories, respectively. Abruña & Musclave and PDM Realty were
awarded for implementing the Best Sustainable or
Renewable Project in the service and community
categories.
Hewlett-Packard won the award for Innovative
Project in Electric Energy. This award is given
by the Energy Affairs Administration (EAA) to
companies that have saved money on their electric bills as a result of energy-saving assessments
offered by the administration through its industrial
technology program. In 2007, Hewlett-Packard
reduced its energy consumption by 15.6% (around
8.7 million kWh) since implementing the suggestions made in the assessment.
A total of 15 organizations submitted proposals
to the PRMA for the first edition of these awards,
a joint initiative between the association and the
EAA. These awards encourage the reduction of
water contamination and greenhouse emissions as
well as promoting renewable energy projects.

ENERGY AND WATER CONSERVATION MADE
SIMPLE WITH ECO ACTÚA

Spectacular rendering of what the St. Regis Resort Bahía Beach beachfront pool esplanade will look like when constructed.
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Wal-Mart Puerto Rico and Unilever Puerto Rico
are joining efforts again to promote environmentally friendly practices through Eco Actúa, a consumer education program.
For this occasion, architects designed an
installation that simulates three areas of the
house featuring simple tips to save energy and
water in the kitchen, laundry and bathroom. Dr.
Fernando Abruña, professor at the University of
Puerto Rico School of Architecture, will visit 15

Water consumption is higher in the bathroom
(left), while the kitchen is where most electricity
is consumed. The Eco Actúa house has simple tips
regarding how to save on both resources.

Wal-Mart and Sam’s Club stores complementing
the education process.

“To us, protecting and conserving our environmental resources cannot be overlooked. We
consider this initiative one of our largest contributions to Puerto Rico and a great example
of how private companies can make successful
alliances to benefit the community,” said Iván
Báez, director of corporate affairs of Wal-Mart
Puerto Rico.
Additionally, the Eco Actúa staff will visit all
54 Wal-Mart units in Puerto Rico (which include
Wal-Mart, Wal-Mart Supercenter, Sam’s Club
and Amigo Supermarkets) from today until Aug.
10 to raffle high-performance appliances such as
washers, dryers and air conditioners.
“As the name suggests, Eco Actúa calls us to
act in benefit of the environment. It gives people
simple ideas to be aware of their environmental
impact, stimulating a responsible lifestyle in favor
of the environment, which enhances the quality of
life of the entire society,” said Olphie Camacho,
regional marketing director of Unilever. 䡲
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Local firm unveils island’s first locally designed
and manufactured solar lamppost
Unique design by architects Nataniel Fúster and George Stewart
creates efficient solar lamp at a lower cost than the competition
BY JOSÉ L. CARMONA

josec@casiano.com

W

ith rising energy prices, the need for sustainable lighting technology has grown
in recent months, especially for solar-powered
lampposts. Unfortunately, many of the products
currently available on the market are aesthetically
unpleasant, don’t emit enough light and are not
necessarily designed to withstand hurricane-force
winds.
Fuster & Partners Architects PSC Principals
Nataniel Fúster and George Stewart, while working
on various projects, realized the limitations of the
solar products currently available on the market
and sought to change that.
“Basically, most solar lamps on the market
are conventional lamps that have been adapted
with big solar panels on the sides plus a battery
pack and controller, all of which are prone to
vandalism. These lamps typically come with a
small fluorescent bulb that doesn’t illuminate
much, requiring the use of numerous lamps
to light an area that make their use financially
unfeasible,” Fúster commented to CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS. “Ecologically speaking, these don’t
make any sense either.”
So Fúster and Stewart rolled up their sleeves
and created Eco-Desarrollos Internacional Corp.
to develop their solar lamp. After 10 months
and a $100,000 initial investment on research
and development and design, they came up
with Lumen 1, the island’s first solar lamppost
designed and built specifically for the Puerto Rico
market.
“With the Lumen 1’s design, our goal was to
create a solar lamp that does not look like a solar
lamp, so both the solar panel and its power pack
[batteries and controller] are not readily visible
as is common in many other models available on
the market,” stated Stewart. “In addition, Lumen

Computerized rendering of Lumen 1
and of its solar panel

has a high output fluorescent lamp, which makes
it the most efficient solar lamp on the market.”
The fact that Lumen 1’s prototype was designed,
manufactured and assembled in Puerto Rico
makes it even more sustainable and cost-effective
than the imported solar lamps currently available
on the market as there are no shipping and excise
taxes involved, noted Stewart.
Lumen 1’s retail cost will range between
$11,000 and $12,000 a piece, whereas the closest
competitor retails for $14,000, Fúster said. The
larger the order, the lower the price, he added.
The lamp was designed to be used in parks,
parking facilities and town squares, usually
pointing toward the south to maximize sun
exposure.
The lamppost’s body is made of galvanized
steel with a powder-coated paint finish and is
manufactured and assembled by Santiago Metal
in the steel company’s facilities in Trujillo
Alto’s Saint Just sector. In fact, the first Lumen

1 prototype was installed at the Santiago Metal
facilities and has been operating without any
problems ever since, Fúster said. Delivery time
for an order is estimated to be between three and
fourth months.
The body of the lamp includes an internal
chamber at the top that contains the power pack
and conceals the anchoring system at the bottom.
The lamp itself is set at an 18-degree angle and
houses a three-foot-long, highly efficient T-5
fluorescent lamp bulb inside an impact-resistant
housing with metallic reflectors on the sides.
The high-efficiency photovoltaic solar panel
is concealed at the top of the lamp, making it
hurricane resistant.
Most solar lamps use conventional batteries,
which lose efficiency over time as a result of
exposure to high temperatures. Lumen 1 uses
sealed gel-type batteries, which were designed
to withstand high temperatures without losing
efficiency. Gel-type batteries typically last five
years.
“The lamp’s 18-degree angle is optimal for its
use in Puerto Rico or any location within the
latitude 18 degrees north,” commented Stewart.
But Eco-Desarrollo didn’t stop with Lumen 1’s
design. It also designed a second lamp, Lumen 90,
which has a larger four-foot fluorescent lamp set
at a 90-degree angle and a slimmer body design
that allows the lamp to be located in any direction
with minimal visual interference. Lumen 90 will
cost approximately $1,000 more than Lumen 1
due to its larger-size solar panel.
The company also plans to design other solar
products as well and market these in international
markets. Currently Eco-Desarrollos is in the
process of finding sales representatives in other
countries to sell its products. The first markets to
be developed include the U.S. and British Virgin
Islands, the Dominican Republic and the southern
U.S. mainland states. 䡲
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Group, who shared his five-star vision with another Puerto Rican entrepreneur and developer,
Antonio Muñoz Bermúdez, president and CEO of
Muñoz Holdings Inc. Together they formed BBP
Partners LLC to make the Bahía Beach Resort
complex the first five-star, world-class development by Puerto Ricans for Puerto Rico.
After five years of working on the project, BBP
Partners are convinced that the opening of the new
five-star St. Regis hotel at Bahía Beach will usher
in a new era in Puerto Rico’s hospitality industry.
“Visitors always marvel when they visit the Bahía
Beach property, and our answer is always that
the property itself demonstrates the potential we
have to turn Puerto Rico into a world-class destination,” said Sánchez-Ortiz, whose company,
Interlink, is also the general contractor partner
of Bahía Beach.
“We are honored to develop a project that can
represent a whole new niche for our tourism industry,” said Antonio Muñoz Bermúdez, president
and CEO of Muñoz Holdings Inc., also a principal of BBP Partners. “To have such prestigious
brands as the St. Regis Hotel or the Trent Jones
Golf Course involved in the project guarantees
the sustainability of our vision for Puerto Rico
as a world-class destination. Up until now, film,
sports and other wealthy business customers never
considered Puerto Rico as a tourist or residential
destination. The Bahía Beach Resort and residential experience will put our island on the map not
only as a five-star destination but a world-class
residential community. This is yet another way
to promote Puerto Rico as an investment destination,” said Muñoz Bermúdez.
“The arrival of the St. Regis brand comes at a
significant time for Puerto Rico. Not only does it
validate our island’s potential for hotel development, but it also exemplifies the transformation of
our local tourism industry and its contribution to
our economy,” said Gov. Aníbal Acevedo Vilá.
According to Acevedo Vilá, the St. Regis will
be the first of several new five-star hotels being
developed in Puerto Rico. “This amazing achievement leaves us with a unique opportunity to position our island as the leading five-star resort
destination of the Caribbean. It will also generate
much-needed jobs, promote satellite industries,
ignite commercial and economic activity and pave
the way for a large array of service providers.
We’re certain the St. Regis brand, a pioneer in
this type of development, will serve as a gateway
to attract the high-end tourist that can positively
impact our economy.”
To bring their vision to life, BBP Partners tapped
a five-star caliber financing team that made the
$360 million overall investment needed possible in order to develop the St. Regis Hotel, golf
course, club house, Phase I of Las Verandas Villas and Las Olas Townhomes and several of the
St. Regis Residences, Las Estancias, that already
exist.
The five-star financing team behind the ultraluxury complex includes Banco Popular, FirstBank,
R-G Premier Bank and the Hotel Development

Antonio Muñoz Bermúdez, one
of the two partner-developers of
the Bahía Beach Resort

Terestella González Denton,
executive director of the
Puerto Rico Tourism Co.

Federico Sánchez-Ortiz,
the other developer-partner
and also the general contractor
of Bahía Beach

One of 26 luxurious St. Regis branded residences, Las Estancias. In this case the model is called Carmen.

Rotunda entrance to what eventually will be the St. Regis hotel

Corp. of the Government Development Bank
(GDB). The initial $40 million loan to acquire
the site for the Bahía Beach development was
granted by Banco Popular.
Separately, the $172 million in financing for
the St. Regis hotel was provided by the GDB and
equity from the project’s partners. The board of directors of the GDB and its Tourism Development

Fund (TDF) approved the direct financing of the
$120 million construction loan for the 139-room
St. Regis, which will later become a permanent
loan provided by FirstBank.
“The GDB has the responsibility and the financial capacity to assume its fiscal-agent role when
the private sector is limited by present economic
Continued on page 22
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World-class Trent Jones Jr. Golf Course, currently operated by Troon Golf

One of Las Verandas buildings, a collection of one-, two- and three-bedrooms units,
whose first units were already delivered.

conditions. We will take this role without necessarily competing with private-sector banks. The St.
Regis represents an important development in the
high-end tourism industry, which only serves to
demonstrate Puerto Rico’s potential as a high-end
tourist destination, so we must ensure its viability
through the TDF,” added Irizarry.
“We look forward to working with the Bahía
Resort and St. Regis on the permanent financing of
this project, which is already approved,” confirmed
Luis M. Beauchamp, chairman and CEO of FirstBank, which has been collaborating with Interlink
and Muñoz Holdings since the Bahía Beach Resort
project was first conceived.
An enthusiastic Terestella González Denton,
executive director of the Puerto Rico Tourism
Company (PRTC), views the groundbreaking of
the St. Regis as a pivotal step in Puerto Rico’s
global tourism efforts. “We have achieved a lot
over the past four years in meeting our 5,000 newroom goal. However, we were still missing this
type of high-end distribution channel, which is
rapidly growing around the world. In fact, this
is the fastest-growing segment in global tourism.
Moreover, this type of property tends to have a significant following and brings about an important
multiplier effect that elevates the overall standing
of our tourism industry. Most significantly, it will
stand as testimony of how development and nature
conservation cannot only coexist but thrive while
contributing to our local economy,” said González
Denton.
The multiphase construction began with the total redesign of the golf course (already finished),
the landscape of the whole property and the construction of Phase I of the Las Verandas residential project and the first St. Regis Residences, Las
Estancias. Already, renowned New York Mets
Continued on next page

Bahía Beach Resort
Complex at a glance
St. Regis Resort investment to date:
$170 million

Model unit for the Las Verandas Villas apartments

Bahía Beach Resort & Golf Club
infrastructure, landscaping and project
development to date: $190 million
Phase-one sales: $140 million (includes
the residence project as well as the
condo-hotel units)
Direct and indirect jobs created: 3,000
Property conserved as green area: 65%
Interconnected lakes: approximately
70 acres
Transplanted trees: approximately 3,500

The communion with the environment is total: a wood bridge connects the different
areas of the golf course over the lakes.

*Source: BBP Partners LLC

BY FRANCES RYAN

frances@casiano.com

PUEBLO TO THE MAX
Last week, José Revuelta, president of
SuperMax, the supermarket chain that acquired
the former Pueblo store on De Diego Avenue in
Condado, took final inventory and officially received the store’s keys. Shortly thereafter, the store
ceased operations to begin a $1 million, threeweek remodeling plan. As previously reported by
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS, the store will reopen
during the second week of July as SuperMax’s
10th location.
SuperMax may be one of the youngest supermarket chains on the island, but its president—José
Revuelta—is known as one of the industry’s top
supermarket operators. “He knows there’s a lot of
work to do if they’re to transform the De Diego
store into a supermarket showcase location and regain customers’ support. So he’s is wasting no time
in letting customers know they’ll do everything in
their power to take care of them,” a supermarket
source commented.
“Effective immediately, we’ve negotiated a daily
shuttle from the De Diego grounds to our Santa
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María store in Guaynabo to make sure area customers are not further inconvenienced during the
remodeling period. Also, service concessions that
operate in the building will continue to operate
during the remodeling period,” said Revuelta,
adding the shuttle will depart every two hours
starting at 8:00 a.m. through 6:00 p.m. Concessions include Blockbuster, Banco Popular, One
Stop drugstore, the cleaners and License & Co.,
a small business that processes passports and license requests, among other services.
“Customers can expect a brighter and better illuminated store, greater merchandise variety, competitive prices, all meat cases and refrigerators will
be replaced and customers will enjoy a fantastic
deli operation,” continued Revuelta, also noting
the De Diego store will have an on-site chef who
will prepare the store’s ongoing selection of readyto-go meals as well as create special meal options
not available at other locations.
Earlier this year, SuperMax acquired the Pueblo
location in a closed bid ordered by the U.S. Bankruptcy Court overseeing the liquidation of Pueblo
assets formerly owned by the bankrupt Pueblo Division of the Venezuelan Cisneros Group. R-G Premier Bank financed the $29.5 million SuperMax
acquisition, which not only included the standing
supermarket operation but also 8,333 square meters of prime real estate at the entrance to Condado,

one of Puerto Rico’s premier tourist districts.

‘MEET THE NEW BLACK’
Under the tagline
“Meet the New Black,”
as in Cutty Black, Berry
Bros. & Rudd hope to
continue Cutty Sark’s
30-year market leadership in Puerto Rico
within the whisky category. The new Cutty
Black, distributed by
Destilería Serrallés, will
be positioned to rival the
New Cutty Black hopes “other” popular black—
to capture 10% of
as in Johnnie Walker
whisky market segment, Black Label.
selling 5,000 before
“The creation of this
year-end.
whisky responds to the
growing demand of
consumers who more and more prefer the strong
yet smooth flavor of a Scotch whisky. I bet that
Cutty Black’s slightly sweet taste blended with
light smokey aromas will deliver a unique flavor,”
explained Roberto Coira, president of Cutty Sark.
Coira expects the launching of Cutty Black will
capture 10% of the whisky segment, which represents some 5,000 cases, before year-end. 䡲
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Taco Maker opens first of 50 locations in Russia
Dominican Republic next Taco Maker frontier; company to have six Wal-Mart Taco Maker
locations before year end; total of 822 Taco Makers sold worldwide
BY FRANCES RYAN

frances@casiano.com

F

ransGlobal, parent company
of Taco Maker, continues its
expansion full speed ahead with
the opening of its first Taco Maker
restaurant in Russia within the next
30 days, CARIBBEAN BUSINESS
has learned. The new Russian location is the first of 50 restaurants
planned for that market, Carlos
Budet, president of FransGlobal,
said during an exclusive interview. FransGlobal is also moving
forward to secure a development
agent agreement to develop Taco
Maker restaurants in the Dominican
Republic.
Overall, Taco Maker expects to
finalize 2008 with more than 220
Taco Maker restaurants in operation,
and a tally of 822 Taco Maker franchises sold. Next year’s plans call for

the opening of yet another 75 additional Taco Maker restaurants.
“We continue to move forward
with Taco Maker’s development
plans in both international markets as well as top U.S. mainland markets. The Russia opening
is very exciting, the investors
acquired the master franchise to
develop 50 stores in Moscow and
St. Petersburg over the next few
years,” said Budet, adding the first
Russian store will be the company’s
most upscale, designed with luxury
marble counters.
Last week FransGlobal completed
its first business-development presentation for a group of investors
interested in establishing Taco
Maker in the neighboring Dominican
Republic. “This is another market
we have wanted to target for some
time. It is a natural fit for us; the
franchise business is growing

Request for Proposal
(RFP)

Punta Guanajibo, Cabo Rojo-Resort
Residential Development
The Puerto Rico Tourism Company requests Proposals from those interested in developing a resort residential hospitality property in a 72 acre site in the town of Cabo Rojo.
The site is 98 miles from San Juan and is easily accessible from Aguadilla through
route102 about 40 minutes from Rafael Hernández International Airport.
The Punta Guanajibo site offers the unique opportunity for a high end resort residential
project featuring breathtaking views of the Caribbean sea in the popular destination of
Cabo Rojo. The concept envisioned for the property could potentially include a small
resort hotel and “wellness spa”, condo units and whole ownership villas targeting the
local as well as the international market.
The Request for Proposals (“RFP”) is to be undertaken in two parts. In Part 1, respondents are requested to submit information detailing the structure of the Project Team
and demonstrating prior success with projects of a similar scale. A short list of selected
Finalists will then be invited to participate in Part II of the proposal process and will receive Part II of the RFP requesting more detailed Project information for Proposers.
Please be advised that Puerto Rico Tourism Company strongly encourages Proposers
to include entities based in Puerto Rico as part of their Project Teams.
The estimated schedule for the Part I review process follows:
June 23, 2008
July 7, 2008
July 10, 2008
July 15, 2008
July 22, 2008
August 8, 2008
August 25, 2008

Part I RFP issued
Registration for General Information Session (Webinar)
Mandatory General Information Session (Webinar)
Questions Due
Addenda Posted on Website
Part I RFP Submissions Due
Selection of Finalists

The RFP information package can be viewed or downloaded from
www.ColliersGDS.com.
Copies with the specifications for the RFP, (cost $200.00, non-reimbursable), will be
available in the Planning Division of the Company (first floor in La Princesa Building)
from Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. a 4:00 p.m. Payment for the documents
should be processed first in the Accounting Division of the Company, located on the
third floor, Office 302, Building Ochoa, Old San Juan. Payment will only be accepted by
cash, certified check or money order, to the name of the Puerto Rico Tourism Company
Approved by the State Elections Committee CEE-C-08-210

“We continue to move forward with
Taco Maker’s development plans in
both international markets as well
as top U.S. mainland markets,”
said Carlos Budet, president of
FransGlobal.

rapidly as it provides Dominicans a
top opportunity to become business
owners as well as leverage the rapid
tourist development the island is
experiencing.”

On the national front, Taco Maker
continues its Wal-Mart partnership expansion with the opening of its first two Taco Maker/
Wal-Mart stores in Tampa, Fla.
followed by the opening of a third
Taco Maker location in Orlando,
owned by Reynaldo Hernández,
adjacent to the Wal-Mart store on
route I-4. As previously reported
by CARIBBEAN BUSINESS,
there are six Taco Maker stores
slated to open at Wal-Mart locations this year.
Ohio-based Candela Corp., a
business group that recently signed
a development agent agreement to
develop Taco Maker stores in Ohio,
South Carolina and Illinois, is preparing to open its first two locations
at Wal-Mart stores this summer.
Candela Corp. is headed by Kevin
Casey and Puerto Rican entrepreneur Francis Kovacs Colón.
Near completion are Taco Maker
development agreements for Connecticut and New Jersey. Next
target markets include New York
and Chicago. 䡲
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slugger Carlos Beltrán and entrepreneur couple
Mari Helen and David Morrow call Las Estancias
home.
“I’ve been blessed with a great major league
baseball career and with the opportunity to travel
around the world. I’m also humbled by the opportunity to represent Puerto Rico wherever I
go. It is the thrill of a lifetime to be able to live
in Puerto Rico and call it home,” Beltrán told
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS during in an exclusive
interview regarding his residence at the St. Regis
Las Estancias.
Construction of the Golf Club and the adjoining Las Olas Townhomes and Las Ventanas Villas
is well advanced. Now comes the construction
of the St. Regis hotel and subsequent phases of
various residential projects, which will be delivered as they finish completion over the next few
months.

How Puerto Rico’s first
five-star development was born
It all began back in 2004 when Federico Sánchez-Ortiz, son of Interlink Group Chairman Federico Sánchez, enrolled in the Harvard Graduate
School of Design’s AMBP program. To meet the
program’s requirement, Sánchez-Ortiz chose as
his main project the creation of what later became
the master plan for the entire Bahía Beach Resort
site. He worked with classmates to develop a project that was both feasible and environmentally
correct.
“When I came back to Puerto Rico, I was very
excited to share the development vision for Bahía
Beach Resort with my colleagues at Interlink and
told them I felt it was a concept that we could take
to the bank. And we did. I also learned about interest from several groups in buying and developing
the Bahía Beach Plantation Golf Club,” continued
Sánchez-Ortiz.
“Later, we got together with the folks at Muñoz Holdings who had expressed interest in the
property. Immediately, we decided to join forces
and bring our shared vision to life. That same
afternoon we went to Banco Popular, another
important partner in this endeavor, and got the
financing for the $40 million initial purchase of
the venue, and that’s how our journey began,” said
Sánchez-Ortiz.
Bahía Beach’s five-star team has more than 60
years in combined development experience. Interlink has worked for more than three decades in
development including hospitality, retail, residential, office and parking. Muñoz Holdings is a multidisciplinary organization specializing in office
and commercial developments in the real-estate
industry with extensive experience in planning,
construction, management and financing.
The development team is composed of four
teams: Hill Glazier Architects and CMA Architects & Engineers, design consultants; EDSA, site
planner; David Easton, interior design consultant;
and Pietrantoni, Méndez & Alvarez LLP (PMA),
legal advisors.
The construction team is anchored by Interlink

A spectacular boat house is already constructed and will be used by
residents and guests to practice all kinds of aquatic sports.

Construction, Caribbean Industrial Contractors,
and Bermúdez, Longo, Díaz & Massó as main
subcontractors. The investors’ team is headed by
the Hotel Tourism Corp., Interlink Group and Muñoz Holdings.

Puerto Rico’s first five-star green
development

concept. So, when we began working on the
golf course, we went to Audubon International,
a nonprofit organization that offers counseling
on protecting and sustaining the environment, to
make the property not only world-class but a truly
environmentally friendly one. We told them we
wanted to irrigate the course with waters within
our boundaries and use organic fertilizers. We also
wanted to grow grass and additional plant life
consistent with the existing habitat,” explained
Sánchez-Ortiz.
“Today’s jetsetters are also environmentally conscious travelers. They are educated on environmental issues and gravitate toward so-called green
developments. Bahía Beach’s environmentally anchored design is a sure fit for today’s environmentally conscious tourist and for global citizens who
choose to live in a destination where the environment is respected,” said Jaime Fortuño, Interlink’s
vice president of sales and marketing.
“The number of upscale global travelers has
been on the rise in the past years. In fact, it is the
fastest-growing segment in global tourism. From
that viewpoint, Bahía Beach also delivers exceptional world-class value within a unique resort
destination that is luxurious and highly discreet
as many of these upscale customers prefer,” added
Fortuño.

From the moment you enter the main gate on
Road 187 in Río Grande, you see the Bahía Beach
property flanked by three uniquely conserved
sanctuaries weaved with lakes and streams, designated green areas, a bird-watching area, paved
and natural walking trails, connecting wood passages and bridges over the lakes. Standing to the
east of the property is the tranquil Espíritu Santo
River that flows into the Atlantic Ocean, and El
Yunque National Rainforest sits as the property’s
natural backdrop.
Common areas maintain a nature-based design
created by Florida-based EDSA and Sandy Babcock. Their vision was to create an upscale and
exotic resort using the area’s nature as the main
attraction. The end result transports visitors into
a one-of-a-kind secluded natural paradise that
many associate with the South Pacific. The tropical plantation style of the architecture and the
well-manicured but lush and exuberant foliage
makes the experience truly exciting and one in
communion with nature.
The St. Regis lifestyle
Despite the island’s urban sprawl, Bahía Beach
Anchored by the area’s natural beauty, the new
is a masterfully conceived community with low St. Regis Resort Bahía Beach will offer a one-ofhousing density—only 800 units, including the kind experience. Site developers are taking pains139-unit hotel—providing the path for higher taking steps to protect the environment as the hotel
quality of life and amenities.
“The environment is the leading lady of this
Continued on page 24
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Continued from page 23

is being built. For example, instead of extracting
a tree during construction, they’ll work around it
as the design originally conceived. If necessary,
extracted trees will be sent to one of the area’s
nurseries and replanted as soon as possible near
its original location.
The St. Regis hotel will be operated by Starwood
Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, one of the leading
leisure companies in the world with approximately 900 properties in operation in more than 100
countries and 155,000 employees. With approximately 266,000 rooms in its portfolio, Starwood
has more than 50 hotels named by the Condé Nast
Traveler Gold List and 22 hotels named as World
Best by Travel & Leisure magazine readers.
“We should commend Starwood Hotels for betRendering of an aerial view of what the environmentally friendly
ting on Puerto Rico’s economic potential, and esSt. Regis Resort will look like when complete.
pecially on this administration’s strategic plan to
develop tourism in all regions of the island,” said
the Governor’s Chief of Staff Jorge Silva Puras.
“This is the reason why we are seeing more and
more developments from responsible and dependable companies, like Interlink, taking a chance on
our island’s tourism, an industry with a proven
record of consistency and benefits, beyond the social and economic contributions they represent,”
said Silva Puras.
The Starwood St. Regis brand is known for its
perfect combination of sophistication with modern luxury. Founded by John Jacob Astor, the
landmark St. Regis Hotel New York, conceived
more than a century ago by John Jacob Astor,
established a new dimension in luxury, service
and refined elegance for world travelers. St. Regis
properties currently have 2,384 rooms worldwide
in 13 hotels.
Throughout the complex, building structures
Pool and other amenities building for the residents of Las Verandas.
will not be allowed to exceed four-stories. The
St. Regis Resort Bahía Beach itself will not be an exception. The plantation-themed hotel wel- atmosphere,” said Fortuño, adding that from the
comes guests through its main lobby and recep- Village guests will also have an opportunity to
tion area on the main floor overlooking the ocean. participate in activities like canoeing, kayaking
On the second level, the renowned Jean-Georges and snorkeling, among other water sports.
signature restaurant will have a seating capacity for 120. The hotel’s 139 suites are distribWorld-class grounds
Robert Trent Jones Jr. - 18-hole Golf Course uted along 12 buildings, all facing the Atlantic
As part of the area’s development, the former
Remède Spa & Fitness Center
oceanfront. Of these, 98 units will be condo-hotel Bahía Plantation Golf Course, acquired by BBP
suites. A group of additional structures will house Partners in November 2003 for $40 million, was
Seaside shopping, restaurant and
the 10,000-square-foot Rémede Spa, featuring upgraded in keeping with the area’s new fivelodging villa
eight private treatment rooms and one room for star quality. While it kept its original layout, the
Beach clubhouse - two oceanfront
couples.
grounds were redesigned by world-renowned golf
swimming pools, including an interactive
The
St.
Regis
hotel
will
also
have
more
than
architect Robert Trent Jones Jr.
children’s pool
5,000
square
feet
of
ballroom
and
meeting
space,
The new course, which opened last November, is
Sports center - tennis, basketball,
ideal for weddings, corporate retreats and recep- both challenging and inspiring, according to Trent
racquetball, croquet
tions. Beachfront pool facilities for adults and kids Jones. The 18-hole championship site is already
Gymnasium
will be built at an adjacent facility. Structurally, included on the Robb Report’s 2008 Best of the
Sailing and windsurfing
the hotel’s exclusive amenities will be offered at Best list. Troon Golf, the world’s leading luxuryCanoeing and kayaking - 80 acres of lakes
the St. Regis Village featuring a 90-seat St. Regis brand golf management and marketing company,
on the property or the Espíritu Santo River
restaurant, international eateries, outdoor cafes, manages the course’s day-to-day operations.
Hiking nature trails
bistros and delis as well as guest room service and
The Bahía Beach Resort & Golf Club is a regisKids Center
delivery to the private St. Regis Residences.
tered member of the Audubon International Silver
Like high-profile properties of this kind, the St. Signature Program working toward its designaTeen Center
Regis will also offer a unique retail mix to cater tion as a Certified Silver Audubon International
Boat Club
to the needs of both guests and residents. “The Signature Sanctuary. 䡲
Bahía Beach Golf Clubhouse
St. Regis Village concept was designed with the
Editor’s note: CARIBBEAN BUSINESS Editor
main goal of providing visitors and residents a
*Source: BBP Partners LLC
social gathering place within a relaxed and fun Frances Ryan contributed to this story.
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Labor secretary seeks power to raise salaries
Intention would be to offset inflation and cost of living increases;
industry players see long-term negative effects
BY LAWSON D. THURSTON

lawson@casiano.com

S

ecretary of Labor Roman Velasco is proposing
to submit legislation that would give him the
power to raise salaries for island workers in an
attempt to offset inflation increases and the overall
cost of living that has consumed island residents.
Local manufacturers who spoke with CARIBBEAN BUSINESS over this proposal indicated
that although the secretary’s proposal seems to be
well intended, it would actually have a negative
long-term economic impact on Puerto Rico.
With the federal minimum wage set to increase
next month to $6.55 per hour from the current
$5.85 per hour, businesses are already bracing
for the impact the federal increase will have
on their operating costs, which have increased
dramatically across the board.
“We had a federal minimum wage hike last
year, another one that goes into effect in July
and yet another coming next year. So, for the next
couple of years, even talking about it (additional

wage and/or salary increases) is a waste of
oxygen. It sounds good, but the net effect would
be that companies would be forced to cut jobs.
Personally, I am happy to see people get raises,
but as a business owner, operating costs like power
and water have and continue to go up across the
board. So, I think that the Labor secretary’s idea
of having the power to raise salaries, especially
under these economic conditions that we are
in, is a moot issue for this and next year,” said
Wally Cruz, president of Wally Co., a plastics
micromolding plant.
President of MRI Carlos Rodríguez said, “That
is the most ridiculous thing that I have ever
heard, and let me tell you why. He is a person
[Labor secretary] who has not been elected
and who doesn’t have any pressure to respond
because he hasn’t made any promises. The
voters haven’t judged him on his character or
his past performance, so why would someone
like that have the authority? It is outrageous that
a person at the Cabinet level has the audacity to
propose that. On top of that, even the elected

officials who do have the authority have it with
checks and balances. There are many legislators
who act as check and balance for one another,
between the two parties, and then things move
on to the Governor. The Labor secretary has
the responsibility to a particular sector of the
economy and therefore doesn’t judge from the
perspective of the overall economy. In trying to
do something right for his people, he might be
doing something wrong for the economy,” said
Rodríguez.
“You can’t peg inflation on salaries. What if
inflation goes up 10%? Companies would go
broke. Why would we want to have the Puerto
Rico government raise salaries? It’s enough
that we have to raise salaries for the federal
government. Imagine, the federal government
raising salaries and then the government of Puerto
Rico raising salaries on top of that. I think that the
average salary for the mainland U.S. is $52,000.
Here in Puerto Rico it is approximately $25,000.
So, it’s not that big an impact in the States when
they raise the minimum wage because, in reality,
they are raising the minimum for teenagers and
those that work in McDonald’s. But here the
minimum wage is applied across the board to
all industries, manufacturing and everything
else,” said Ed Agrait, consultant for Celestica,
an electronics-manufacturing plant. 䡲
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Jobscaribe.com launches virtual human resources portal for the
Puerto Rican professional

lawson@casiano.com

J

obscaribe.com recently launched
an innovative and comprehensive
human resources Internet portal,
which offers online proprietary software tools to better assist Puerto Rican professionals and employers in
the job-matchmaking process. In its
first month online, jobscaribe.com
received 2 million hits and already
has more than 1,200 job candidates
registered online, which indicates
that this website is making a big
impact in the local job and human
resources market.
“We are becoming a virtual assistant in human resources where
a company can find all the tools it
needs to recruit a potential employee, and job candidates can really
strategically prepare for and position themselves so that ultimately it
becomes a winning proposition for

both candidates and employers,” said
Crucita Santiago, general manager of
jobscaribe.com.
According to Santiago, jobscaribe.
com has exclusivity in Puerto Rico
on proprietary software called
Achievers. The software provides
online testing in distinct areas
both in English and Spanish for
professional disciplines such as
accounts payable, bank tellers,
customer service and computer
software knowledge, among other
skill sets. “Everyone says, for
example, that they have computer
knowledge in Word, Excel and
PowerPoint, which is not always the
case, and through our online testing,
we can determine a candidate’s skill
level. In all, we have more than 800
tests that can pre-screen and ensure
that when candidates list certain
skills on their resume, they indeed
possess those abilities. We have
found that more than 10% of job

Crucita Santiago, general manager
for jobscaribe.com

candidates exaggerate information
on their resumes, which becomes a
problem,” noted Santiago.
“We also have tests that cover
personality traits, how quickly people
learn and understand business terms,
their energy level, assertiveness and
competitiveness, how motivated
they are and if they are looking for
job security or recognition. Based
on the final report, we can find out
what traits a job candidate has to
serve as a guide for companies to
better prepare and target interview
questions,” added Santiago.
In addition to offering background
checks, exams and assistance to
create strategic resumes, jobscaribe.
com will also soon be offering

video resumes for job candidates to
present to employers.“Today, there
is so much competition for jobs,
and video resumes will be a first for
Puerto Rico. A video resume is a
two-minute professionally prepared
video presentation of a candidate in
which they can not only emphasize
their strengths based on their resume,
but also differentiate themselves
from their competition in their
quest for a certain job position. It is
a good tool for candidates applying
for positions in public relations and
marketing, for example, jobs in
which candidates really become the
public face and voice for a company.
Video resumes are currently being
used in Europe and by Ivy League
schools in the U.S. mainland,” said
Santiago.
Jobscaribe.com has an alliance
with the law firm of Adsuar
Muñiz & Goyco to provide small
companies legal advice, which is
more cost-effective. “This can be
a very effective tool for a small
company which may not be able
to hire a full-time human resources
manager but can receive the proper
advice and counsel necessary on an
outsourcing type basis. In addition,
we have already been approached by
various consulting companies who
are also interested in aligning with
us on our website to offer coaching
and other distinct human resources
tools that will provide an ongoing
value-added proposition to our site,”
concluded Santiago. 䡲

Residential developments at Bahía Beach include
St. Regis Residences, Las Estancias; Las Verandas, Las Olas,
Las Ventanas, starting at $650,000; Phase I sales, $140 million
BY ELSA FERNÁNDEZ MIRALLES

elsa@casiano.com

R

ío Grande’s Bahía Beach Resort complex
not only marks the beginning of Puerto
Rico’s five-star hospitality industry, but
it also opens up a whole new world in upscale
living.
As this week’s CARIBBEAN BUSINESS
front-page story details, a series of residential
complexes ranging from stand-alone mansions
to town homes and apartments is positioned to
become a world-class destination for lifestyles
of the rich and famous. Starting at $650,000, St.
Regis’ condo-hotel units blend sophistication and
luxury living while the stand-alone mansions,
ranging from $3 million to $7 million, create a
whole new residential category in Puerto Rico.

The Residences
The St. Regis Residences, Las Estancias, are
introducing a new dimension of refined style in
Puerto Rico. Designed in a tropical plantation architectural style on spacious lots ranging in size
from more than one-half acre to one and a half
acres, these spectacular homes offer views of the
ocean, lakes and the golf course. The homes are
available in six different models with sizes ranging from 6,000 to more than 10,000 square feet.
The already built residences include large verandas, three-car garages, separate maid’s quarters,
infinity pools and kitchens with top-of-the-line
Wolf and Sub-Zero appliances. Residents of Las
Estancias will enjoy full access to the St. Regis

Resort amenities and services. Homes have been
delivered since October 2007, and delivery dates
are ongoing.
“This is a win-win situation for Puerto Rico,”
remarked Antonio Muñoz Bermúdez, one of the
principals of BBP Bahía Beach LLC, the project’s developer. “And I can say, without a doubt,
that this might not be the biggest five-star resort I
have seen, but it is certainly the most refined by
far. And I have traveled a lot, especially during
these last five years, so I could compare notes.
What we are doing is truly impressive because
we are not only maintaining the environment, but
we are improving its quality, which is remarkable. I truly think St. Regis Bahía Beach Resort
will be the turning point not only on habitat conservation, but on its improvement as well.”

On the path of luxury
Already under construction, the other residential projects that complement the Bahía Beach
Resort & Golf Course include a new phase of
Las Verandas, Las Olas and Las Ventanas at an
estimated total cost of $200 million.
A collection of 90 exclusive residential villas
designed by SB Architects of Miami, Las Verandas development is a perfect second home for
local as well as international personalities. The
tropical plantation architecture perfectly complements the breathtaking views of El Yunque rainforest, the Robert Trent Jones Jr. Golf Course
and the calm lakes. The villas are available in
one-, two- or three-bedroom models ranging
from 1,500 square feet to the 3,500-square-foot

A view of the St. Regis Residences, Las Estancias, from the golf course side.

“Today, there is so much competition for
jobs, and video resumes will be a first for
Puerto Rico. A video resume is a two-minute
professionally prepared video presentation
of a candidate in which they can not only
emphasize their strengths based on their
resume, but also differentiate themselves
from their competition...”
—Crucita Santiago
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Río Grande’s Bahía Beach Resort
opens up a whole new world in upscale living

New website receives two million hits in first month, offers proprietary online software tools
to assist job candidates and employers alike in employment matchmaking process
BY LAWSON D. THURSTON
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penthouse. All buildings share a centrally located
recreational area featuring a lawn for outdoor
activities and a geometrically styled swimming
pool surrounded by well-appointed gazebos with
BBQs and kitchenette facilities. The first units
were delivered in April, and prices range from
$722,250 to $1.926 million.
Ten luxurious two-story beachfront townhomes
designed by SB Architects of Miami form Las
Olas. These residences are being built directly
along the beach with stunning views of the ocean
and just a short stroll from the Golf Clubhouse
and Bahía Village. These town houses will be
approximately 4,232 square feet in size on lots
averaging 500 square meters, featuring three
bedrooms plus a guest room, a private plunge
pool, two-car enclosed garage and top-of-theline finishes and appliances. Construction has
already started with a September 2009 delivery
date. Prices begin around $4.173 million
Also under construction are Las Ventanas at
the Village, 24 villas within walking distance
of the beach ranging in size from 1,680-squarefoot (one bedroom + den/two bathrooms) units
to more than 3,300 square feet (three bedrooms
+ family room/four bathrooms) for the oceanview penthouses. All villas feature stone, tile and
hardwood design throughout. The two structures
feature tropical plantation architecture and were
designed by SB Architects of Miami. The delivery date is August 2008, and prices range from
$1.177 million to $2.924 million for the penthouses, according to Federico Sánchez-Ortiz,
also a principal of BBP Bahía Beach and general
contractor of the project.
Finally there are the St. Regis Resort & Residences of the St. Regis hotel. Of these 139 fivestar hotel boutique suites, 98 units will be available for sale as condo-hotel units. Each one is a
luxurious junior suite or a one-bedroom resort
unit with private oceanfront terraces. These units
are all clustered in 12 low-rise, plantation-style
buildings to ensure that each guest enjoys the
tranquil nature that is the hallmark of the Bahía
Beach lifestyle. It’s the centerpiece of Bahía
Beach projects. St. Regis Resort & Residences
are expected to be delivered by spring 2010 with
prices ranging from $650,000 to $1.8 million
depending on the size and the location. These
units come completely furnished. 䡲
Editor’s Note: CARIBBEAN BUSINESS
Editor Frances Ryan contributed to this story.

